TRANSLATING

LIFE SCIENCES
Whether you are localizing medical device documentation, translating patient
data or preparing clinical research related materials, our Life Sciences
Localization team produces high quality and accurate medical translations that
ensure patients’ safety is not put at risk.

SAFE TRANSLATIONS

ON TIME DELIVERY

When the safety of a patient depends on
the understanding of directions, clear communication and the correct operation of medical
devices, translation requires precision and
up-to-date technical knowledge. Commit
collaborates only with top-notch life-science
translators to guarantee that your medical
device software, documentation and marketing
texts will be understood without errors.

Commit understands the rigid deadlines
involved in the medical industry and this is
why we are able to respond immediately to
urgent requests, provide rush services at competitive rates and deliver precise medical
translations on short notice without compromising quality.

THE RIGHT TOOLS
Commit uses industry-leading translation/
localization and automated QA tools for
building and maintaining translation memories,
glossaries and termbases that ensure
consistency, reduce human error and preserve
language assets for future use.

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
When you send Commit your medical or
pharmaceutical content for translation, you
are assigned to a dedicated expert project
management team that has the capacity to
handle large, complex and short-deadline
projects into all languages. Also, Commit is
certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO
17100, applying strict QA procedures during
everyday work.

SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS
Because of the highly technical, sensitive and
regulated nature of medical texts, Commit
uses only professional medical native-speaker
translators supported by subject-matter
experts who provide real-time consulting per
specific medical field.

PROJECT EXPERTISE
• Medical Systems & Devices
• Medical Supplies & Disposables
• In Vitro Diagnostics
• Implantable Devices/Implants
• Pharmaceutics
• Clinical

MAINTAINING CONFIDENTIALITY
From clinical researches to new product launches,
we make sure all your translated materials are
kept private and safe. We protect the sensitive
and confidential information of your documents as per our ISO 27001 certification and
we provide a Non-Disclosure Agreement
upon request. We also maintain NDAs with all
our vendors and linguists.

• Medicine/Healthcare
• Health/Fitness

www.commit-global.com

